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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

ILLINOIS POWER AGENCY 
 
Petition for Approval of the  
220 ILLS 5/16-111.5(d) Procurement Plan 

: 
: 
: 
: 

 
No. 10-0563 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY’S VERIFIED RESPONSE  
TO CERTAIN OBJECTIONS TO THE PROCUREMENT PLAN 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) submits its response (“Response”), 

pursuant to the notice issued by the Administrative Law Judge on October 7, 2010 and pursuant 

to Section 16-111.5(d)(3) of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”), (220 ILCS 

5/16-111.5(d)(3)), to the objections (“Objections”) submitted by Duke Energy Generation 

Services Holding Company, Inc. (“Duke”), Iberdrola Renewables, Inc. (“Iberdrola”), Wind on 

the Wires (“WOW”) and the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) to the Procurement 

Plan (“Plan”) filed with the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC”) by the Illinois Power 

Agency (“IPA”).  In particular, ComEd responds to the Objections to the IPA’s decision to not 

include the procurement of long-term renewable energy resources (“Long-term Renewables”) in 

the Plan, the IPA decision to procure renewable energy certificates (“REC”) for only a one-year 

period, and the rejection of multiple procurement events.  

I. The Objections To The Plan Raised By Iberdrola  
And Duke Regarding The Exclusion Of Long-Term  
Renewables Are Unsupported And Unreasonable 

A. Neither Iberdrola Nor Duke Offer Any Data, 
Analysis or Evidence in Support of Their Objection 

Both Iberdrola and Duke object that the Plan does not provide for the procurement of 

Long-term Renewables.  However, neither party provides any support for the inclusion of the 

procurement of such resources in the Plan.  In fact, Iberdrola states that it “does not believe it is 
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necessary to revisit at hearing the issue of the propriety of including long term renewables 

contracts in the 2011 Plan.”1  Similarly, Duke contents itself with citing from the IPA’s 2010 

procurement plan.2  Neither party presented any “data or other detailed analyses” in support of 

their Objections, as they are required by the PUA to do.3  Therefore, the unsupported proposal by 

these parties to include Long-term Renewables in the Plan should be disregarded. 

B. The Proposal to Procure Long-term Renewables is Unreasonable 

Since Iberdrola and Duke failed to provide any support for their Objection, the 

Commission does not need to address the issue of whether the Plan should include the 

procurement of Long-term Renewables.  Nevertheless, should the Commission decide to 

consider the issue, ComEd offers the following three reasons why the procurement of Long-term 

Renewables is unreasonable and should not be included in the Plan: (1) the price for Long-term 

Renewables will likely be at a  significant premium to current prices for short term RECs, and no 

analysis has been offered that demonstrates customers are better off paying this premium; (2) the 

statutory target and budget amounts for the utilities’ procurement of renewable energy resources 

in future years may be substantially less than forecast today making long-term commitments 

very risky; and (3) following the Long-term Renewables procurement event approved by the 

Commission in last year’s procurement plan, the IPA will already have committed a substantial 

portion of the available budget amount to the procurement of  Long-term Renewables. 

                                                 
1 Verified Objections of Iberdrola Renewables, Inc. to the Illinois Power Agency’s 2011 Procurement Plan 

(“Iberdrola Objections”), pp. 9-10. 
2 Verified Objections of Duke Energy Generation Services Holding Company, Inc. to the Illinois Power 

Agency’s 2011 Procurement Plan and Request for Hearing (“Duke Objections”), pp. 4 and 6. 
3 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(d)(2) and (3).  While both parties purported to submit “verified” objections, no 

expert, consultant, or other knowledgeable business person verified their objections.  Instead, those objections were 
verified by one of the attorneys representing the parties. 
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1. The Likely Premium for Long-term 
Renewables Has Not Been Justified 

As we discussed above, neither Iberdrola nor Duke made any attempt to demonstrate that 

the procurement of Long-term Renewables is beneficial for customers compared to the 

procurement of short-term RECs.  In fact, available evidence suggests otherwise.  The recently 

completed 2010 procurement event for ComEd resulted in very favorable REC prices, i.e. $5 for 

Illinois wind RECs and $4.40 for Illinois non-wind RECs, under the short-term (1-year) 

procurement held by the IPA.4  In future procurement events, prices for one-year RECs may be 

even lower since the Illinois locational preference will expire in June 2011.5  Additional supply 

from states adjoining Illinois will then be able to compete to meet the needs of ComEd’s 

customers.  The 2010 procurement event for ComEd also resulted in an average around-the-clock 

(“ATC”) price of about $32.50 per megawatthour (“MWH”)6 for the 2010-11 planning year.  

Adding the $5 REC price yields a total price for renewable energy resources obtained by the IPA 

in the 2010 procurement event of about $37.50 MWH.  While there is not a transparent market 

for the purchase of Long-term Renewables, the evidence of which ComEd is aware suggests that 

the price of Long-term Renewables is typically much higher than the short term price the IPA is 

able to obtain.  

For example, in August 2010, Detroit Edison Company obtained a price of $94.43 MWH 

pursuant to a 20-year contract for wind energy and capacity;7 in December 2008, Public Service 

Company of Colorado obtained a price that ranged from $49.66 to $79.87 over the term of a 25-

                                                 
4 See Illinois Commerce Commission Public Notice of Winning Bidder and Average Prices, Notice Issued: 

May 24, 2010, at www.ICC.Illinois.gov/electricity. 
5 20 ILCS 3855/1-75(c)(3). 

6 See Illinois Commerce Commission Public Notice of Winning Bidder and Average Prices, Notice Issued: April 30, 
2010, at www.ICC.Illinois.gov/electricity. 

7 Detroit Edison Company’s Application for Ex Parte Approval of Renewable Energy Contract, Michigan 
Public Service Commission Case No. U-15806-GCW, filed August 13, 2010. 
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year contract for wind energy;8 and in May 2009, Nextera Energy Resources publicly offered 

varying quantities of wind energy at $55 MWH over a 25-year period to MidAmerican Energy 

Company.9  While the price for short-term renewables may some day increase enough to be as 

high as the price for Long-term Renewables, that is not at all certain. What is certain is that 

ComEd customers will be paying a significant and growing premium in the near term if more 

and more Long-term Renewables contracts are required.  

2. ComEd’s Long-term Requirements  
For Renewables is Highly Uncertain 

Long-term hedges can be beneficial when one has a known long-term exposure that 

needs to be mitigated.  This is not the case with ComEd’s obligation to meet the Illinois 

renewable portfolio standard (“RPS”) requirements.  First, ComEd’s RPS requirement is stated 

as a percentage of the ComEd customer load.  This means that as ComEd customer load drops, 

due to customer switching or to weak electrical demand, the amount of renewables ComEd needs 

to purchase declines as well.  Over a 20 year contract term, such load reductions can be 

substantial.  This risk is even greater given some recent developments in Illinois, relating to a 

purchase of receivables program and municipal aggregation, that were designed to enable Retail 

Electric Suppliers (“RES”) to capture more of the utility’s current customer base.10  Second, 

ComEd’s RPS requirement is subject to a rate impact cap which is effectively set at 2.0% for the 

2011 procurement event and will be set at 2.015% for all future procurements.  If the rate impact 

cap is reached, which is very likely over just the next ten years given the inclusion of the solar 

                                                 
8 Renewable Energy Purchase Agreement Between Public Service Company of Colorado and Northern 

Colorado Wind Energy, LLC, dated December 22, 2008. 
9 Testimony of Michael O’Sullivan on behalf of Nextera Energy Resources, Inc., dated May 22, 2009, in 

Application of MidAmerican Energy Company For the Determination of Ratemaking Principles, Iowa Utilities 
Board Docket No RPU-09-003 

10 See, Section 16-118 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act (“PUA”) (220 ILCS 5/16-118) and Public Act 
096-0176.  
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renewable energy standard,11 the amount of renewables ComEd can purchase will either be 

reduced below the RPS target amounts or, more likely, the statutory preferences for wind and 

solar will not be met (i.e. the Procurement Administrator will lower the amounts of each REC 

type/locational preference to try to stay within the cap).  Third, the IPA has not yet completed the 

Long-term Renewables procurement approved by the Commission in last year’s procurement 

plan.  Fourth, the IPA Act itself is constantly changing (3 times in the last three years)12 as the 

legislature continues to debate and change the exact nature of the requirements that utilities and 

RES need to meet. The preceding points mean that the IPA does not yet know what amount of 

solar, wind and other types of renewables it can procure that will be consistent with statutory 

requirements over the long-term.  Given the extremely uncertain nature of the amount of 

renewables that need to be hedged, it clearly makes no sense to enter into additional long term 

contracts at this time. 

3. The IPA Has Already Committed a Substantial Portion 
of the Available Budget to Long-term Renewables 

The budget for the procurement of renewables for planning year 2011 is $77 million.13  

The Procurement Administrator for the 2010 procurement event has allocated $22.8 million,14 or 

about 30% of planning year 2011’s budget, for the procurement of Long-term Renewables, all of 

which will likely be needed.  If Duke’s proposal to obtain an additional 1,400,000 MWHs of 

Long-term Renewables15 is accepted, another $22.8 million will need to be committed to Long-

                                                 
11 See 20 ILCS 3855/1-75(c)(1). 
12 See, Public Act 95-1027, effective June 1, 2009; Public Act 96-0159, effective August 10, 2009; and 

Public Act 96-1437, effective August 17, 2010. 
13 Plan, p. 55. 
14 See the Procurement Administrator’s September 10, 2010 ANNOUNCEMENT – Evaluation Parameters 

– Solar Target and Budget at http://www.comed-energyrfp.com. 
15 Duke’s Objections, p. 12. 
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term Renewables.  That would mean that approximately $45 million, or about 60% of the 

available budget, will be locked in for a 20 year period.  

The situation would be worse if a significant number of ComEd customers were to switch 

to a RES.  For example, if half of ComEd’s residential customers switch to RES supply over the 

next 20 years, the renewables budget would decline 50% to approximately $39 million, which is 

some $6 million less than the $45 million that the IPA will already have committed under long 

term contracts.  This would mean that either existing contracts for Long-term Renewables would 

need to be curtailed or, if not curtailed, that costs in excess of the statutory caps would have to be 

passed on to ComEd’s remaining customers.  

Furthermore, assuming no changes in ComEd load, the 2025 target RPS requirement 

would be about 8.8 million RECs.  The IPA will have already spent $45M on the first 2.8 million 

RECs at an average price of about $16/REC.  If the IPA is to procure the target amount of RECs, 

it will need to purchase the remaining 6.0 million RECs for $32M or about $5.3/REC.  This 

would seem to be a very difficult result to achieve if the IPA is to continue to observe the 

statutory wind and solar preferences in the law. Given the relatively high price of long term 

renewable energy, it seems far more likely that using lower cost short term renewables will 

enable the IPA to meet statutory RPS requirements. 

The IPA and the Commission have already made a very substantial commitment to 

renewable developers in the 2010 Procurement event.  While even one long-term commitment 

adds risk given the uncertain nature of the obligation being hedged, adding more long-term 

contracts on top of previous ones would dramatically increase that risk. Therefore, ComEd 

strongly recommends that the Commission reject proposals for the procurement of additional 

Long-term Renewables at this time and instead allow the IPA to follow its Plan, which balances 
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expected long-term commitments from the current Long-term Renewables procurement with 

short-term REC purchases. 

C. The Commission Should Not Review 
Contract Term Issues in this Proceeding 

Rather than make any effort to support their proposal to procure Long-term Renewables, 

both Iberdrola and Duke focus the substance of their Objections on attacking Appendix K from 

the 2009 procurement plan and to arguing in support of certain contract terms.  The Commission 

should reject this effort to bring contract issues into a procurement plan proceeding. 

Section 16-111.5(b) of the PUA lists all of the topics or issues that the IPA is to address 

in its procurement plan.  Nowhere in that section is any mention made of including any 

discussion of the form or terms of any contract.  Instead, sections 16-111.5(c) and (e) provide 

that the development of all supply contracts is delegated to the IPA’s procurement administrator.  

The Commission has authority to review the contract terms if the IPA is unable to reach 

agreement with the utilities regarding them.16  

The Commission should not lightly consider a request to undermine the role of the IPA.  

While Iberdrola and Duke may be requesting the litigation of only a handful of contract issues, if 

they are allowed to raise their issues, then all other parties should be allowed to raise the issues 

that are of importance to them.  The procurement contracts are nearly 100 pages long and 

address thousands of issues between the parties.  The procurement plan proceeding, which is 

currently quite streamlined, will rapidly become overwhelmed by such issues.   

Moreover, contract development is only one of the functions that the PUA delegates to 

the IPA.  The IPA is also required to develop the solicitation, pre-qualification, and registration 

                                                 
16 While Appendix K did include contract terms, that was a special and distinguishable situation.  Appendix 

K was offered by the IPA itself, not a third party who was seeking to avoid the procedure for contract language.   
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of bidder process; to establish the market-based benchmarks; to develop the request for proposals 

competitive procurement process; and to develop a plan implementing contingencies.  If parties 

can raise contract issues in the procurement proceeding, there would seem to be no reason why 

issues relating to any of these other IPA-delegated responsibilities could not also be raised.   

The Commission explicitly addressed this issue in the Order that entered in connection 

with the procurement plan filed for ComEd in 2007: 

The Commission appreciates Dynegy’s concerns regarding the contracts, credit 
terms and related issues. As ComEd points out, however, Dynegy’s attempt to 
litigate these issues in the instant docket appears to be inconsistent with the 
process outlined in the statute. 

Section 16-111.5(c)(1) provides that the procurement process shall be 
administered by the procurement administrator and monitored by a procurement 
monitor. The procurement administrator has numerous duties and responsibilities. 
Section 16-111.5(e)(2), “Standard contract forms and credit terms and 
instruments,” provides, in part: 

The procurement administrator, in consultation with the utilities, 
the Commission, and other interested parties and subject to 
Commission oversight, shall develop and provide standard contract 
forms for the supplier contracts that meet generally accepted 
industry practices.  Standard credit terms and instruments that meet 
generally accepted industry practices shall be similarly developed. 
(emphasis added) 

It further states: 

The procurement administrator shall make available to the 
Commission all written comments it receives on the contract 
forms, credit terms, or instruments. If the procurement 
administrator cannot reach agreement with the applicable electric 
utility as to the contract terms and conditions, the procurement 
administrator must notify the Commission of any disputed terms 
and the Commission shall resolve the dispute. The terms of the 
contracts shall not be subject to negotiation by winning bidders, 
and the bidders must agree to the terms of the contract in advance 
so that winning bids are selected solely on the basis of price. 

Thus, the development of standard contract forms and credit terms is the 
responsibility of the procurement administrator, subject to Commission oversight. 
Furthermore, the process to be followed in that regard is spelled out in some detail in 
the statute. Interested parties do have a role in the process; however, contrary to 
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Dynegy’s contention, that role is the one defined in 16-111.5(e)(2). In the 
Commission’s opinion, requiring parties to litigate those same issues in this 
proceeding would be inconsistent with the structured statutory process set forth in the 
IPAA. 

Commonwealth Edison Co. Docket Nos. 07-0528/07-0531 (Cons.), pp. 74-75 (Order Dec. 19, 

2007) (emphasis added in original); see also Central Ill. Light Co. et al, Docket No. 07-0527, pp. 

64-65 (Order Dec. 19, 2007). 

The Commission should once again reject the request to establish contract terms in this 

procurement proceeding and direct the parties to raise their issues with the procurement 

administrator at such time as the procurement administrator begins its development of any 

contract for Long-term Renewables.17 

II. The Proposal to Procure RECs for a 3-5 Year Period is 
Unsupported and Unreasonable and Should be Rejected 

In addition to its unsupported proposal to procure Long-term Renewables, Iberdrola also 

recommends that the IPA procure RECs for a 3-5 year period.18  Similarly, in its Objections, 

WOW states that the IPA should develop a “portfolio of products” and should not rely on the 

“Over-procurement of 1 year RECs”.19  WOW then goes on to recommend that the IPA’s order 

be modified to include a requirement that ComEd enter into a contract for 550,000 RECs/year for 

a five year period.20   

Neither party offered any substantive support for this proposal.  As discussed above, 

Iberdrola offers no support whatsoever for the procurement of 3-5 year RECs.  WOW offers little 

                                                 
17 The fact that ComEd believes that these issues should be addressed outside of this Docket does not limit 

ComEd’s right to contest these facts either outside of this Docket, or in this Docket if the Commission determines to 
expand the scope of a procurement proceeding and include those issues herein. 

18 Iberdrola Objections, p. 6. 
19 WOW Objections, p. 2. 
20 WOW Objections, pp. 2-7. 
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justification for this proposal other than some vague statements about buying low before prices 

go up.  It appears that both parties believe that the adoption of their proposal will result in a more 

balanced portfolio which somehow is suppose to benefit consumers.  In reality, this proposal 

would lead to a very unbalanced “portfolio of products”.  Using WOW’s numbers as a base,21 

ComEd calculated the following percentages for each of the elements of WOW’s proposed 

portfolio: 

 

Leaving only 8% of REC purchases for the lowest cost (annual) RECs hardly seems like a 

prudent balanced portfolio.  In fact, given the low costs of 1 year RECS, it would seem to be in 

the customer’s best interest to have the majority of the REC purchase portfolio  be annual RECs. 

While ComEd does not object to the concept of mid-term RECS (although ComEd does 

prefer three year as opposed to five year RECs in order to reduce credit concerns and tie to the 

length of the energy procurements which cover a three year time frame), the previously approved 

Long-term Renewables procurement already results in an imbalance toward longer dated 

renewables purchases.  While the proposal to procure mid-term RECs is made under the guise of 

seeking a balanced portfolio, the resulting portfolio would actually be severely lacking in 

balance.  Therefore, ComEd recommends that no additional multi-year REC procurements be 

included in this procurement plan.  In the coming years, there will be room for mid-term RECs 

                                                 
21 WOW Objections, Table A, p. 3. 

REC Target
LT RECs 
(2009 Plan)

WOW Mid 
Term RECs

Remaining 
RECs 
(assume ST)

% LT 
RECs

%Mid 
Term 
RECS

% Annual 
RECs

2011-12 2,117,054       1,400,000   550,000       167,054       66% 26% 8%
2012-13 2,198,208       1,400,000   550,000       248,208       64% 25% 11%
2013-14 2,494,703       1,400,000   550,000       544,703       56% 22% 22%
2014-15 2,829,189       1,400,000   550,000       879,189       49% 19% 31%
2015-16 3,153,729       1,400,000   550,000       1,203,729    44% 17% 38%
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as RPS target requirements increase assuming ComEd’s load does not radically drop due to 

customer switching and also assuming no additional long term REC contracts are required.  

Given the value they offer for customers, a majority of ComEd’s RPS requirements 

should be procured in the annual REC procurement event.  This recommendation will benefit 

customers by lowering costs, promoting a healthy REC market by ensuring a sizable annual 

demand for RECs and preserving flexibility should customer switching increase. 

Based on the foregoing, ComEd recommends that the Commission reject Iberdrola’s and 

WOW’s recommendation to procure multi-year RECS. 

III. RESA’s Proposal for the IPA to Consider Multiple 
Procurement Events Should be Rejected 

RESA did not object, per se, to the IPA plan.  Nevertheless, RESA does appear to 

recommend that its proposal that the IPA transition to multiple procurement cycles be given 

some consideration in this proceeding.22  ComEd offers the following thoughts on multiple 

procurements.  

ComEd does not believe that having many or continuous procurements would enhance 

the procurement process as RESA suggests.  ComEd notes that there are costs to holding 

procurement events and it is doubtful that these costs would be offset by consumer benefits when 

holding numerous such events in a year.  In addition, given the existing significant duties of the 

IPA in relation to the annual energy procurement event, the annual renewables procurement 

event, the Long-term Renewables procurement event, the numerous requests for workshops to be 

hosted by the IPA and the very limited resources currently at the IPA’s disposal, ComEd cannot 

support the IPA taking on additional procurement events at this time.    

                                                 
22 RESA Objections, pp. 2 and 5. 
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In addition, RESA’s objection lacks the specificity required to understand how their 

proposal for more frequent procurement events might be incorporated into the Plan.  To properly 

assess such a proposal, more information is needed regarding such issues as the frequency of the 

proposed procurement events and lengths of contracts, along with how the costs associated with 

more frequent events could be mitigated.  Even then, ComEd does not see how moving to 

continuous procurement with the resulting volatility in energy prices benefits customers or is 

consistent with PUA’s direction to seek price stability.  See 220 ILCS 16-111.5(d)(4). 

Dated: October 18, 2010 Respectfully submitted, 

COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY 
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VERIFICATION 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
    ) SS. 
COUNTY OF COOK  ) 

I, William P. McNeil, having been duly sworn, do hereby say and depose under oath 

based on my personal knowledge as follows: 

1. I am Vice President – Energy Acquisition for Commonwealth Edison Company 

(“ComEd”) and have responsibility for managing power procurement requirements to serve 

ComEd’s retail and wholesale load obligations.   

2. I swear and affirm that the facts stated in the foregoing “Commonwealth Edison 

Company’s Response to Certain Objections to the Procurement Plan” are true and correct to the 

best of my knowledge and ability.   

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.  

       
William P. McNeill 

 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me  
this 18th day of October, 2010. 
 
      
 
Notary Public 

 


